This book on his first edition hepatic surgery assemble the most worldwide up-to-date on hepatic surgery. The liver as well as the pancreas are the two last organs approached with a minimally invasive technique. However, as well represented in this book laparoscopic and robotic liver surgery are in an exponential growth. This book is an amalgamation of chapters from experts around the world covering topics that range from the latest advances technique for all liver disease. All hot topics on liver surgery have been insert in this book. The minimally invasive surgery for liver cancer and metastatic liver cancer are still debated in every congress each years. The very hot topic of hepatocellular carcinoma even in patients with cirrhosis is an important contribution in this book for every hepatobiliary surgeons and students. We hope that this very comprehensive compilation of highly focused chapters will provide the practitioner with fresh new ideas and insights into the minimally invasive approach to liver surgery.
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